
 

Cabled Scarf and Mitts 

 

Many things came together to inspire the creation of this pattern. 1. My neck was cold. 2. A friend knit 

a Palindrome scarf, so I knew reversible cables were possible, and I wanted to try that. 3. A cousin gave 

me two skeins of Post Oak Critters sport weight alpaca. 4. I saw somewhere a pattern that included 

cabling around the neck, making a beautiful scalloped edge. And 5 – a knitting magazine (Interweave 

Knits?) had an excellent article on the theory behind reversible cables, so I understood the concept. So I 

began the scarf: 

 

On a size 6 needle (I like to use circulars, but straight would be fine) cast on 42 stitches, and, working 

back and forth, begin a K6, P6 rib, ending with K6. Continue in pattern for 3 rows. Next row: on knit 

columns, slip first 3 sts to cable needle, hold in front (or in back – just do it the same way every time!!), 

K3, K3 from cable needle, and P the purl columns. Knit in pattern for two rows. On the next row, cable 

on the knit columns – but they will be the columns that were not cabled on the previous cable row, as 

they were purl columns on the other side. Knit the knits and purl the purls another two rows, and repeat 

these six rows until your scarf is long enough. 

 

Meanwhile my hands were getting cold knitting. Maybe fingerless mitts would be a good idea – and 

they'd feel great in this yarn. I thought I should make a pair, before I ran out of yarn, and some contrast 

on the edges would be nice, but I wanted to keep the cables. But there's no point in doing reversible 

cables on a tube, so while I was knitting I developed the following pattern: 

 

From stash, with a partial ball of contrasting sport weight alpaca, I cast on 48 sts loosely on size 4 

needles. Divide on double pointed needles (or preferred method of knitting a tube) and begin a K2, P2 

rib. Knit about 1” (7 rows) with the  contrasting color, then change to the main color for 3 more rows. 

Next row: K2 P2 rib for 12 stitches, K6, P2, K6, P2, K6, P2 and finish round in 2x2 rib pattern. Next 

row: on the K6 columns, make a 3/3 cable in keeping with the ones on the scarf. Next 5 rounds, knit in 

pattern. Cable above the previous cables, and continue those stitches in the cable pattern. When the cuff 

is long enough – mine are about 3” - knit all stitches not involved in the 26 cable pattern stitches (3 

cable columns set off by 2 purl stitches on each side, and between them). Do a second row in that 

pattern. Next row (thumb gusset): knit to 5 sts before cable column, place marker, increase in stitch 

below previous stitch and again in stitch below next stitch, for 2 increased stitches, place marker, K2, 

P2 and on across cable pattern, finishing with P2, K2, place marker, increase, increase, place marker, 

and knit on around. Knit around in pattern. Continue increasing alternate rounds while continuing 

cables until you have increased 14 stitches (62 total). After one more round in pattern after completing 

increases, slip those 14 sts. to scrap yarn, and cast on 6 sts. (I prefer a knit on cast on for this, but the 

technique isn't important.) There are now 54 stitches. Continue in cable pattern another 2 inches, and 

end the main color by changing back to 2x2 rib where the cable columns are for the last row. Change to 

contrast color for one more inch of ribbing; bind off loosely. Return to thumb gusset, picking up those 

14 stitches on two double pointed needles, the 6 cast on stitches, plus one in each corner (or 2, if it 

looks like gaps will develop) on a third needle. Knit around, using a K2tog decrease in each corner on 

each row until there are 20 stitches remaining, and you have knit 2 rows in the main color. Switch to 

contrasting color, and in 2x2 ribbing, knit 3 rounds. Bind off loosely. Weave in any ends. 

 

In this particular case, I returned to the scarf with the remaining yarn and had enough for another three 

inches, before binding off. If I'd planned the mitts from the start, I would have begun with them, and 

used the remainder of my brown for the scarf. I might even have given the scarf contrasting ends – but 

I'm happy with the single color. Knitting reversible cables makes a very dense fabric: I found that a 



needle 2 sizes larger than what was required for the sport weight yarn. Size 4 needles yielded 6 stitches 

to the inch in stockinette. 

 

Materials used: 2 200yd. skeins 2 ply sport yarn from Post Oak Critters Alpaca Farm, brown 

    a partial ball of contrasting yarn of similar weight, also alpaca, from stash 

 

Needles: five size 4 double pointed needles for mitts, one size 6  20” circular for scarf. Obviously other 

needles could be used, depending on personal preference and what one has on hand. 

 

Other: I used a cable needle and two stitch markers, and tried on the mitts frequently as I went along. 


